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Abstract 

Aiming at the uncertainty between the evaluation samples and the evaluation standards in the evaluation 

of water environment carrying capacity, a five-element connection coefficient evaluation model for water 

environment carrying capacity based on the set pair analysis theory is constructed, and the partial 

connection coefficient method and the subtractive set pair potential method are used. The development 

trend of the water environment carrying state was analyzed, and the method was used in the dynamic 

evaluation of the water environment carrying capacity in HJ City. The results show that the water 

environment carrying capacity of HJ city in 2015-2021 is between grades IV and III, and the water 

environment carrying capacity is poor, but the overall potential is developing from partial antipodal to 

homogeneous, showing a development trend for the better. According to the comprehensive index 

evaluation results, targeted suggestions for improving the water environment carrying capacity are put 

forward. From the analysis, it can be seen that the above dynamic evaluation and analysis results are 

reasonable and reliable, and the method is intuitive and simple, which can provide a reference basis for 

the improvement of regional water environment quality. 

Keywords：Water environment carrying capacity; set pair analysis; quintuple connection number; partial 

connection number; subtractive set pair potentia. 

 

1. Introduction 

Population expansion, resource shortage and environmental pollution are the three major problems and 

challenges facing the world today [1], among which water environmental pollution and its prevention and 

control have attracted widespread attention in recent years, and many countries and regions have especially 

set up major science and technology projects for water pollution control and treatment to deal with the 

problem of water environmental pollution. 

The water environment carrying capacity is an important method to study the degree of water pollution and 

an important basis to determine the economic benefits, which is of great significance to achieve the 

coordinated development of regional water environmental protection and economy. The water environment 

carrying capacity is the maximum limit of pollutants that can be accommodated in a certain range of waters 

through self-purification and regulation to maintain good ecological environment conditions [2]. With the 

continuous research, the water environment carrying capacity evaluation method has developed from the 

single indicator and static analysis in the past to the current dynamic and comprehensive evaluation of 

multiple indicators. 

Chen Wenting et al. constructed a water environment carrying capacity evaluation index system based on 

coupled DPSR model and time difference analysis method, and combined neural network and fuzzy 

mathematics to construct a T-S fuzzy neural network model to evaluate the water environment carrying 

capacity of Baiyangdian watershed [9].Based on the conceptual model of PSDRDP, Wang Bin et al. 

constructed a model containing three pairs of interactions: "pressure-support force", "destructive force-

recovery force" and "degradation force-improvement force". The evaluation index system of Guizhou's 
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resource and environment carrying capacity is based on the PSDRDP conceptual model, and the TOPSIS 

method is used to evaluate the level of Guizhou's water and environment carrying capacity by assigning 

weights through the entropy value method [10].Liu et al. constructed an evaluation index system covering 

water resources, social economy and ecological environment, measured the weights of each index through 

the AHP method, and introduced the logistic logarithmic carrying capacity model to make a comprehensive 

evaluation of the water environment carrying capacity of Yichang City [11]. 

The above research results carried out the construction of the water environment carrying capacity index 

system and the quantitative evaluation of the regional water resources carrying capacity level from different 

perspectives, which enriched the theoretical system and evaluation analysis framework of the water 

environment carrying capacity, however, the dynamic analysis of the water environment carrying capacity 

system and its development trend could not be accurately judged. In fact, the water environment carrying 

capacity is a contrasting concept, and the boundary between two adjacent levels is not clear. The set-pair 

analysis method proposed by Mr. Zhao Keqin provides an effective solution to this kind of problem. 

This study takes into account the many uncertainties in the water environment carrying capacity system, and 

constructs a water environment carrying capacity evaluation model based on the partial linkage and 

subtractive set-pair potential theory in the set-pair analysis method, and explores the dynamic evolution of 

the relationship structure of the set-pair system at the micro level, so as to identify the dynamics of the water 

resources carrying capacity system, which provides a new effective way for the dynamic analysis of the 

water environment carrying capacity system and the judgment of its development trend. 

2. Methodology 

2.1 Set pair analysis and connection number 

Set pair analysis (SPA) is a mathematical method of connection proposed by Chinese scholar Mr. Zhao 

Keqin in 1989 [12], which integrates the certainty and uncertainty of a problem into a unified conclusion, 

and can study the intrinsic relationship between the elements of a system and the whole system. The 

connection number is a basic tool for set pair analysis to deal with problems. Set pair analysis quantifies the 

characteristics of two sets from three perspectives: identity, dissimilarity and inverse, and the expression for 

the connection number [13] is as follow： 
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In equation (1) N is the total number of characteristics contained in the two sets; S is the number of 

characteristics for which the two sets are identical (identical); F is the number of differentially uncertain 

characteristics for which the two sets are neither identical nor opposed (dissimilar); P is the number of 

characteristics for which the two sets are opposed to each other (inverse); j is the coefficient of opposition, 

designated as -1; i is the coefficient of difference and is an uncertain value between -1 and 1 depending on 

the circumstances. 

In equation (1) let a = S/N, b = F/N and c = P/N. The expression for the number of connection can then be 

simplified to the three-element connection number: 
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In equation (2), a is the same component; b is the difference component; c is the opposition component. 

Among the variance components b, there is a same component and a opposition component, which can be 

refined and expanded to increase the number of elements in the connection number. The expressions for the 

five-elements of the connection number are constructed by dividing the object of study into "same, partial 

same,different, partial opposite, and opposite ", which is as follows:  
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Where, a,b1,b2,b3,c ]1,0[  and a+b1+b2+b3+c=1. 

2.2 Construction of a model for evaluating the carrying state of the water environment based on the 

five-element connection number. 

Water environment carrying state is the overall situation of social, economic and ecological environment 

carried by water environment system under certain regional and social scale. According to the regional 

water resources index, water ecology index, water environment index combined with expert consultation, 

literature research and other methods, to establish the regional water environment bearing capacity 

evaluation index system, this paper will be divided into five levels of water environment bearing status, Ⅰ 

level for surplus bearing, Ⅱ level for safe bearing, Ⅲ level for critical bearing, Ⅳ level for slight overload, V 

level for serious overload. According to the characteristics of water environment carrying capacity, 

assessment indexes are generally divided into two categories, one of which is the smaller the assessment 

index, the better the assessment level, i.e. cost-type index. The other is that the smaller the evaluation index 

is, the worse the evaluation level is, i.e. the benefit-type index. 

If the index is a benefit-type index, the computational equations of u are as follows: 
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If the index is a cost-type index, the five-element connection number of water environment carrying 

capacity evaluation is:  
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In equations (4) and (5), s1, s2, s3 and s4 denote the grade boundaries of the evaluation level of each 

evaluation factor respectively; x is the measured index of the evaluation factor. 

2.3 Determination of evaluation index weight 

In this paper, subjective analytic hierarchy process (see literature 15 for specific steps) and objective 

entropic weight method (see literature 16 for specific steps) are used to assign weights. First, the subjective 
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weight 
1
 and objective weight 

2
 of each index are calculated, and then the arithmetic mean value is 

taken as the final weight  t. 

2.4 Establishment of the total connection number formula 

Establish the set pair of water environment carrying state evaluation objects and evaluation criteria. Let the 

actual measured value of the evaluation sample of the region in a certain year be the set A and the evaluation 

criteria be the set B. Then the five-element connection number u[14] of the set pair H(A, B) can be defined 

as:  
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Where, t is the t-th evaluation index;  t is the weight of index t; at、bt,1、bt,2、bt,3、ct are the identical 

degree, the mild discrepancy degree, the moderate discrepancy degree, the severe discrepancy degree and 

the contrary degree of each index respectively; and j are the coefficients of the mild discrepancy degree, the 

moderate discrepancy degree, the severe discrepancy degree and the contrary degree of each index 

respectively.  

2.5 Determining the evaluation grade 

In this paper, the minimum confidence criterion [17] is used to determine the assessment grade of carrying 

state of water environment, assuming that the carrying state grade is k corresponding to hk: 

 kk fffh 21 （k=1，2，3，4，5）                               （7） 

In equation (7), hk is the sum of the first k components of the five-element connection number; f1, f2, f3, f4 

and f5 are respectively the same degree component, the same degree component, the medium degree 

component, the opposite degree component and the opposite degree component of the water environment 

carrying state. 
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confidence level, generally take [0.5, 0.7], this paper takes 0.5. 

2.6Analysis of carrying state of water environment based on partial connection number method. 

As an adjoint function of connection number, partial connection number is divided into positive connection 

number, negative connection number and full partial connection number, which can be calculated step by 

step from each component of connection number. The essence of partial connection number is to describe 

the development trend of the research object expressed by the connection number at the current micro level. 

The partial positive connection number reflects the positive development and change trend of the connection 

number, the negative connection number reflects the reverse development and change trend of the 

connection number, and the full partial connection number reflects the comprehensive development trend of 

the connection number. 

For the five-element connection number, the first-order, the second-order, the third-order partial connection 

number and the fourth-order partial connection number are respectively used to determine the micro-

movement trend of the carrying state of the water environment in this area. The fourth-order full partial 

connection number is greater than 0 which indicates that the carrying state of the water environment in this 

area is developing positively and the fourth-order full partial connection number is less than 0 which 

indicates that the carrying state of the water environment in this area is developing negatively. The fourth 

order full partial connection number equal to 0 indicates that the bearing state of water environment in this 

area is relatively stable. Reference [19] for specific calculation method. 

2.7 Analysis of carrying state of water environment based on subtraction set pair potential model 

The essence of pairing potential of subtraction set is to describe the relative certainty state and development 

trend of the research object expressed by connection number at the current macro expectation level.For the 

five-element connection number cjibibibau  332211 the formula [21] is as follows 
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))((5.0)1)(()( 32131321 bbbbbbbbcaus f                           （8） 

Where ]1,1[)( us f , in formula (8), it can be divided into five potential levels according to the 

value:inverse potential means that the development of the event is on the verge of collapse,partial inverse 

potential indicates that the development of the event is ill conditioned, equilibrium potential indicates that 

the development of the event is in sub-health, partial direct potential indicates that the event is basically 

healthy, direct potential indicates that the event is developing healthily. When the subtractive set pair 

potential of the water environment carrying capacity of the assessed area is in the reverse and partial reverse, 

it indicates that the water environment status of the area has a deteriorating trend. 

3. Case study 

According to the physical mechanism of the formation of water environment carrying capacity and referring 

to the existing research results of water environment carrying capacity evaluation, the regional water 

environment carrying capacity evaluation index system and evaluation grade standard are established. The 

subjective analytic hierarchy process and objective entropy weight method are used to determine the index 

weight [15-16]. The evaluation index grade standard and weight of HJ water environment carrying capacity 

are determined in Table 1 and Table 2. 

Table 1 Evaluation Index Grade Standard of Water Environment Bearing Capacity in HJ City 

Subsystems index Ⅰ Ⅱ Ⅲ Ⅳ Ⅴ Type of indicator 

water 

resources 

index（A） 

(A1)Water resources per 

capita（m3） 
20000 10000 5000 2000 500 direct

 

(A2)Per capita cultivated land 

area（hm2） 
0.3 0.22 0.1 0.07 0.05 direct

 

(A3)Per capita forest 

area（hm2） 
0.8 0.64 0.4 0.25 0.11 direct

 

(A4)Utilization of water 

resources（%） 
100 60 40 20 10 direct

 

water 

ecology 

index（B） 

(B1)Water quality in 

proportion to or better than 

three categories（%） 

100 70 60 50 40 direct
 

(B2)Standard rate of water 

quality of drinking water 

source（%） 

100 98 96 90 70 direct
 

(B3)Average water 

consumption per mu for 

farmland irrigation（m3.hm-

2） 

15000 9000 7500 6300 4500 direct
 

(B4)Forest coverage（%） 100 50 35 20 10 direct
 

water 

environment 

index（C） 

(C1)Annual average discharge 

of waste water（m3） 
10 20 30 40 100 inverse 

(C2)COD discharge 

load（kt） 
0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3 inverse 

(C3)Fertilizer load（kg.hm-

2） 
480 630 750 900 1500 inverse 

(C4)Pesticide load（kg.hm-

2） 
0 5 10 20 40 inverse 
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Table 2 Weights of evaluation indexes of water environment carrying capacity in HJ City 

Subsystem 

index 

water resources index（A） water ecology index（B） water environment index（C） 

A1 A2 A3 A4 B1 B2 B3 B4 C1 C2 C3 C4 

Subjective 

Weight 1 
0.10 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.08 0.04 0.09 0.12 0.12 0.09 0.07 

Objective 

weight 
 2 

0.124 0.066 0.054 0.056 0.084 0.09 0.032 0.094 0.110 0.136 0.088 0.066 

Weight 
 t 

0.112 0.068 0.057 0.063 0.087 0.085 0.036 0.092 0.115 0.128 0.089 0.068 

 

Table 3 shows the measured data of HJ from 2015 to 2021. The index values of water environment carrying 

capacity of HJ in each year are derived from the Water Resources Bulletin of HJ from 2015 to 2021 and the 

Statistical Yearbook of HJ from 2015 to 2021. The correlation coefficient of each index component of HJ 

city from 2015 to 2021 can be obtained by taking the data of Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 into the formula 

(4) and formula (5), the results are shown in Table 4. 

Table 3 Measured data of water environment carrying capacity evaluation indicators in HJ City from 

2015 to 2021 

Subsystems index 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

water 

resources 

index（A） 

(A1)Water 

resources per 

capita（m3） 

750 850 950 3500 4500 5000 1998 

(A2)Per capita 

cultivated land 

area（hm2） 

0.04 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.06 

(A3)Per capita 

forest 

area（hm2） 

0.23 0.22 0.26 0.28 0.28 0.29 0.29 

(A4)Utilization of 

water 

resources（%） 

55 58 59 39 37 35 36 

water 

ecology 

index（B） 

(B1)Water quality 

in proportion to or 

better than three 

categories（%） 

43 54 55 57 63 64 68 

(B2)Standard rate 

of water quality of 

drinking water 

source（%） 

77 78 80 87 95 98 99 

(B3)Average 

water consumption 

per mu for 

farmland 

irrigation（m3/ 

hm2） 

6900 7000 8500 6890 6990 7000 4400 

(B4)Forest 

coverage（%） 
50 52 53 54 56 58 60 

water 

environment 

index（C） 

(C1)Annual 

average discharge 

of waste 

water（m3） 

50 57 59 60 70 87 90 
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(C2)COD 

discharge 

load（kt） 

2.5 2.6 2.8 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.9 

(C3)Fertilizer 

load（kg. hm-2） 
490 497 530 600 620 629 630 

(C4)Pesticide 

load（kg. hm-2） 
55 57 59 58 38 39 40 

 

Table 4 The calculation results of the connection number of each indicator in HJ City from 2015 to 

2021 

 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

A

1 
0.33i3+0.67j 0.47i3+0.53j 0.60i3+0.40j i2 0.25i1+0.75i2 0.37i1+0.63i2 

0.33i2+0.6

7i3 

A

2 
j j j j j j i3 

A

3 

0.34i2+0.66i

3 

0.28i2+0.72i

3 

0.55i2+0.45i

3 
0.69i2+0.31i3 0.69i2+0.31i3 0.76i2+0.24i3 

0.76i2+0.2

4i3 

A

4 
0.50+0.50i1 0.80+0.20i1 0.90+0.10i1 0.45i1+0.55i2 0.35i1+0.65i2 0.25i1+0.75i2 

0.30i1+0.7

0i2 

B1 0.60i3+0.40j 
0.90i2+0.10i

3 
i2 0.20i1+0.80i2 0.80i1+0.20i2 0.90i1+0.10i2 

0.60+0.40

i1 

B2 0.70i3+0.30j 0.80i3+0.20j i3 0.54i2+0.46i3 0.50i1+0.50i2 1.00 1.00 

B3 i2 
0.07i1+0.93i

2 
0.33+0.67i1 0.99i2+0.01i3 0.07i1+0.93i2 0.07i1+0.93i2 j 

B4 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

C1 j j j j j j j 

C2 j j j j j j j 

C3 0.87+0.13i1 0.77+0.23i1 0.33+0.67i1 0.67i1+0.33i2 0.52i1+0.48i2 0.45i1+0.55i2 
0.44i1+0.5

6i2 

C4 j j j j j j j 

 

The five-element connection number of each index in Table 4 is taken into Formula (6) and the total 

connection number expression is calculated. The evaluation grade is determined according to the minimum 

confidence recognition criterion as shown in Table 5. 

Table 5 The calculation results and evaluation grades of the expression of the total connection 

coefficient in HJ City from 2015 to 2021 

time total connection degree expression u Evaluation grade 

2015 u1=0.18+0.03i1+0.16i2+0.13i3+0.50j Ⅳ 

2016 u2=0.21+0.04i1+0.13i2+0.17i3+0.45j Ⅳ 

2017 u3=0.19+0.09i1+0.12i2+0.18i3+0.42j Ⅳ 

2018 u4=0.09+0.10i1+0.37i2+0.06i3+0.38j Ⅲ 

2019 u5=0.09+0.21i1+0.30i2+0.02i3+0.38j Ⅲ 

2020 u6=0.18+0.18i1+0.25i2+0.01i3+0.38j Ⅲ 

2021 u7=0.23+0.09i1+0.17i2+0.16i3+0.35j Ⅳ 

 

The data in Table 4 are taken into partial connection number [19] and subtraction set pairing potential 

Formula (8) to get the evaluation status as shown in Table 6 and Figure 1. 
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Table 6 Evaluation results of water environment carrying capacity in HJ City from 2015 to 2021 

Time Grade Positive 

connection 

number 

Reverse 

connection 

number 

Partial 

connection 

number 

Subtraction set 

pair potential 

Trend 

2015 Ⅳ 0.77 0.69j 0.08 -0.44 partial 

inverse 

potential 

2016 Ⅳ 0.65 0.63j 0.02 -0.34 partial 

inverse 

potential 

2017 Ⅳ 0.53 0.54j -0.01 -0.34 partial 

inverse 

potential 

2018 Ⅲ 0.81 0.81j 0.00 -0.43 partial 

inverse 

potential 

2019 Ⅲ 0.70 0.84j -0.14 -0.39 partial 

inverse 

potential 

2020 Ⅲ 0.73 0.90j -0.17 -0.25 partial 

inverse 

potential 

2021 Ⅳ 0.61 0.60j 0.01 -0.19 equilibrium 

potential 

 

Fig. 1 Development trend of water environment carrying state in HJ City 

 

According to the analysis of Table 6 and Figure 1, the partial connection number of HJ City from 2015 to 

2016 is in the same trend and positive development, and the pairing potential of subtraction sets rises from -

0.44 to -0.34. The trend of development of water environment carrying status shows an upward trend. From 

2016 to 2018, partial connection number and subtraction set are relatively stable, and the development of 

water environment carrying state is relatively stable. From 2018 to 2020, the calculation results of partial 

connection number are less than 0, indicating that the carrying state of water environment has a downward 

trend, but the pairing potential of subtraction sets has increased from -0.43 to -0.25, indicating that the 

carrying state of water environment has an upward trend. Based on the analysis of actual data and total 
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connection number table of HJ from 2018 to 2020, the water environment of HJ from 2018 to 2020 has 

improved year by year and should show a positive trend. Therefore, the partial connection number has a 

deviation from the analysis results of 2018 to 2020. 

The main reason is that the average annual waste water discharge, COD discharge load and pesticide use 

load index in water environment index C of HJ city are in the minimum evaluation standard all the year 

round. The negative development trend of indexes A4 and C3 from 2018 to 2020 has obvious influence on 

the analysis of water environment carrying capacity of HJ city. Therefore, when using partial connection 

number analysis, the influence of water environment index on the whole water environment state is taken 

into excessive consideration. According to the analysis of water resources and water ecological index, the 

water environment state of HJ city is on the rise. From 2020 to 2021, the total partial connection number and 

subtraction set pairing both show a positive upward trend, and the carrying state of water environment 

shows a positive trend. For the analysis of development status of water environment bearing capacity in HJ 

city, the result of subtraction set pairing potential analysis is more objective and accurate. 

It can be seen from the analysis that the carrying state of water environment in HJ city is generally showing 

a positive development trend, from the negative trend in 2015-2020 to the average trend in 2021. The 

evaluation grade has also been improved from level IV in 2015-2017 to level III in 2018-2020. The biggest 

influencing factor for negative development of water environment bearing capacity of HJ city is index C1, 

C2 and C4 in water environment index C. Among them, the per capita waste water discharge C1 increased 

year by year. On the one hand, it indicated that the urbanization process, industrial development and people's 

material life in the area were speeding up. On the other hand, it warns that the area should focus on 

wastewater treatment. The analysis of C4 pesticide use shows that although it is above grade 5 every year, it 

is decreasing year by year, showing a good development trend. C2 (COD discharge load) tends to be stable. 

The water resource index and water ecological index in this area have a good development trend, except the 

utilization rate of A4 water resources. Analyzing the utilization rate of water resources in this area, the 

average effective irrigation efficiency in agriculture is low, and the farmers are still used to the irrigation 

mode of "transporting water through soil canals and flooding with water". The reuse rate of industrial water 

is low, and some enterprises lack scientific water concept. Extensive waste of water in life is a serious 

problem. 

Suggestions are put forward for HJ city as follows: (1) Vigorously promote the construction of urban 

sewage treatment plant, improve the scale of sewage treatment plant and centralized treatment rate of 

sewage, speed up the construction of regenerative water treatment plant and improve the reuse rate of 

reclaimed water. (2) Set up the development concept of green agriculture, continuously promote the 

reduction and increase of pesticides and fertilizers, popularize new water-saving irrigation technology and 

develop water-saving agriculture. (3) Accelerate the green development of industry, improve the awareness 

of energy saving and water saving, and increase the industrial water reuse rate. (4) Do a good job of urban 

greening to improve the urban ecological environment. 

4. Conclusions 

Taking HJ city as an example, this study evaluates and analyses the water environment carrying capacity of 

HJ city from 2015 to 2021 by using partial connection number and subtraction set pair potential evaluation 

method based on set pair analysis, and draws the following conclusions: 

1) Aiming at the ambiguous uncertainty between sample value of evaluation index and grade of 

evaluation standard for water environment carrying capacity, an evaluation model of water environment 

carrying capacity based on five-element connection number of minimum confidence is established. The 

development trend of water environment carrying capacity is analyzed by using partial connection number 

method and subtraction set pairing method, and the method of partial connection number and subtraction set 

pairing is compared. It is found that the subtraction set pair potential method is closer to the reality in 

evaluating the bearing state of water environment. 
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2) The case study and evaluation of HJ city shows that the overall water environment carrying status of 

HJ city shows a good development trend from 2015 to 2018. The assessment level is IV from 2015 to 2017, 

III from 2018 to 2020 and IV from 2021. The trend of bearing state development is from negative trend to 

even trend, of which the best trend is in 2020. 

3) Analyzing and proposing the existing water environment carrying state in HJ city, pointing out that 

the biggest influencing factors in this area are annual average waste water discharge, COD discharge load 

and pesticide use load, and proposing that industry and agriculture in this area promote green development 

and improve water environment carrying state. 
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